
On the Power of Misbehaving Adversariesand Seurity Analysis of the Original EPOCMar Joye1, Jean-Jaques Quisquater2, and Moti Yung31 Gemplus Card International, G�emenos, Franemar.joye�gemplus.om2 UCL Crypto Group, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgiumjjq�die.ul.a.be3 CertCo, New York NY, U.S.A.moti�erto.om, moti�s.olumbia.eduAbstrat. Nowadays, sine modern ryptography deals with arefulmodeling and areful proofs, there may be two levels of ryptanaly-sis. One, the traditional breaking or weakness demonstration in shemeswhih are not provably seure. The seond level of ryptanalysis, gearedtowards provably seure shemes, has to do with re�ning models andshowing that a model was either insuÆient or somewhat unlear andvague when used in proving systems seure. The best tehniques to per-form this seond type of investigation are still traditional ryptanalysisfollowed by orretions. In this work, we put forth the seond type ofryptanalysis.We demonstrate that in some of the reent works modeling hosen i-phertext seurity (non-malleability), the notion of validity of iphertextwas left vague. It led to systems where under the model as de�ned/understood, it was shown provably seure. Yet, under another (natural)behavior of the adversary, the \provably seure system" is totally broken,sine key reovery attak is made possible. We show that this behaviorof an adversary is possible and further there are settings (the ontext ofesrowed publi key ryptosystems) where it is even highly relevant.We mount the attak against systems whih are hosen-iphertext seureand non-malleable (assuming the adversary probes with valid messages),yet they are \universally" inseure against this attak: namely, the trap-door key gets known by the adversary (as in Rabin's system under hoseniphertext attaks). Spei�ally, the attak works against EPOC whihhas been onsidered for standardization by IEEE P1363 (the authorshave already been informed of the attak and our �x to it and will on-sider this issue in future works). This re-emphasizes that when provinghosen-iphertext seurity, allowing invalid iphertext probes inreasesthe adversary's power and should be onsidered as part of the modeland in proofs.1 IntrodutionClassifying the seurity of ryptosystems, based on the power of the attakingadversary, is a entral subjet in modern ryptography. After many years of



2 Mar Joye, Jean-Jaques Quisquater, and Moti Yungwork by many researhers, the notion of attaks on publi key systems hasbeen arefully presented in a uni�ed way in [2, 5℄. In the attak modeling ofhosen iphertext attaks they only expliitly onsider valid iphertexts by theadversary, referring diretly to the size of the iphertexts used by the adversary.|In a later (�nal) versions they justify that: an adversary who sends \invalidiphertexts" will know that the mahine it probes will answer that the iphertextis invalid as a justi�ation for this model (this was published on the web, but sineour results here were made known in Feb. 2000 (see [A7℄), this was omitted, bynow). In any ase, the model (even in these areful elegant lassi�ation works)has left vague and has not diretly treated how to deal with invalid iphertext.Suh vagueness is dangerous sine at times it may lead to misinterpretationsand potentially to false laims based on orret proofs (as we will show). Ourpurpose here is to demonstrate and thus to re-emphasize that it is, in fat,important to deal with invalid iphertext probing by the adversary. We do thisvia ryptanalysis whih employs suh messages. Sine our attak is against asheme provably seure against attaker whih only employs valid iphertext,we demonstrate that this issue is not merely for ompleteness of modeling, but aentral one whih should be onsidered in proofs, when hosen-iphertext attaksare allowed. In more general terms, the work demonstrates how important isthe interation between areful modeling and investigating (seemingly) extendedsettings and new senarios in order to re�ne, better understand and eliminatevagueness in formal models.Seurity Notions under Ative Attaks. The notions of \hosen iphertextseurity" [CCS℄ (in a non-adaptive [36℄ and an adaptive [43, 16℄ fashion) and\non-malleability" [NM℄ [16℄ are seurity notions for ryptosystems when op-ing with an ative probing by an adversary who tries to break a system (namely,understand a message [CCS℄ or modify it [NM℄). The adversary an hoose i-phertexts in a ertain way and probe the devie on these messages. The seurityimplies that the attaker does not get any advantage in breaking the systemdue to the probing. These seurity notions are extensions of \semanti seurity"(or polynomial seurity) [25℄ whih assures that the system is seure |hidingall partial information against a passive adversary (in the publi key model apassive adversary an, by itself, mount a hosen message attak).The �rst publi enryption sheme provably seure against (non-adaptive)hosen iphertext attaks was devised by Naor and Yung [36℄ in 1990. In [43℄,Rako� and Simon generalized their results and realized the �rst sheme prov-ably seure against adaptive attaks. In the same year (1991), Dwork, Dolevand Naor [16℄ gave another provably seure sheme. More pratial onstru-tions (some of whih are heuristis and some are validated in idealized randomhash models) were proposed by Damg�ard [12℄ (only seure against non-adaptiveattaks [47℄), Zheng and Seberry [47℄ (see also [3℄ and [33℄), Lim and Lee [33℄(ryptanalyzed in [19℄), Bellare and Rogaway [3, 4℄ and Shoup and Gennaro [45℄(for threshold ryptography). Reent formal treatment of the issue was given byBellare, Desai, Pointheval and Rogaway and Bellare and Sahai [2, 5℄; they show,



On the Power of Misbehaving Adversaries 3among other things that under adaptive hosen message attaks indistinguisha-bility attak is equivalent to malleability one. Reently designed shemes whihare pratial and based on new assumption or hybrid enryption are given in [40,23, 39, 41℄. The seurity of these pratial shemes holds in the idealized randomorale setting [3℄ and/or under non-standard assumptions. One notable exeptionis the Cramer-Shoup sheme [11℄ whih remarkably ahieves both provable se-urity (under the deisional DiÆe-Hellman assumption, namely in the standardmodel) and high level of pratiality.The Attak. We now de�ne somewhat more formally our attak. Roughlyspeaking, it is a hosen iphertext attak where the adversary has aess to a\deryption orale." It however emphasizes and expliitly allows the adversaryto misbehave and repeatedly feed the deryption orale with invalid iphertexts.(Remark: we use \our attak", though, of ourse, we do not laim it is a new (see[6℄), just that using it against provable systems and emphasizing it in ontrastwith the ontext whih uses only valid messages are, as far as we know, new).De�nition 1 (The Attak). Let k be a seurity parameter that generatesmathing enryption/deryption keys (e; d) for eah user in the system. A hosen-iphertext attak is a proess whih, on input 1k and e, obtains{ either plaintexts (relatively to d) orresponding to iphertexts of its hoie; or{ an indiation that the hosen iphertexts are invalid,for polynomially (in k) many iphertexts, and produes an history tape h.To this attak orresponds a seurity notion, namely resistane against ourattak whih oinides with hosen iphertext seurity. A probabilisti polyno-mial time mahine, alled \message �nder", generates two messages m1 and m2on input 1k and an auxiliary tape (whih may inlude h, e and other publiinformation). Let  be the iphertext orresponding to mb where b is randomlydrawn from f0; 1g. Then, given m1, m2, , h and e, another probabilisti poly-nomial time algorithm, alled \message distinguisher", outputs b0 2 f0; 1g. The(non-adaptive) hosen iphertext attak sueeds if b = b0. Similarly to [43℄, wean make the previous senario stronger by assuming that the adversary mayrun a seond hosen iphertext attak upon reeiving the hallenge iphertext (the only restrition being that the adversary does not probe on ). Aordingly,this adaptive attak sueeds is b = b0.We may even redue the attaker's probing power by letting it know if theiphertext orresponds to a valid message or not.De�nition 2 (Seurity). An enryption sheme is seure if every (non-adap-tive /adaptive) hosen iphertext attak sueeds with probability at most negli-gibly greater than 1/2.



4 Mar Joye, Jean-Jaques Quisquater, and Moti YungOur Results. We �rst apply the attak model to break the EPOC systems [37,38℄. These are very interesting systems whih are about three year old and whihhave a lot of insight behind them (i.e., they use new trapdoor). They are provablyseure against adaptive hosen iphertext attaks in the ideal hash model. So in-deed, if the ontext is suh that our adversary is exluded, these are high qualityiphers (they are under onsideration for standardization in IEEE P1363a). Yet,we teah that there are extended situations (i.e., misbehaving adversaries) wheremore are is needed sine the systems are broken in these ases. We then showthat even interative systems whih are seure against traditional hosen ipher-text attaks, an fail against the extended setting. We then disuss measures fororreting the shemes in order to prevent the attaks (whih demonstrates theimportane of the original work on these shemes). Finally, we revisit the gen-eral impliations of the attak on hosen iphertext seurity. Finally, we ommentthat we have noti�ed the authors of EPOC of the attaks and the vagueness ofthe de�nitions, and they took notie. The EPOC authors' reation is presentedin an Appendix.An Appliation of the Model. How realisti is to allow expliit invalid i-phertext and how muh one should are about these? One an argue that whenattaking a server system to provide deryptions of iphertexts, then if too manyinvalid ones are asked, the server may shuts itself up. This may lead to denialof servie attaks. Even more so, the attak is always possible in the ontext ofesrow publi key systems (for the sake of law enforement). See Setion 4 fordetails.2 The AttaksThe attak whih an be alled \hosen valid/invalid iphertext attak" appliesto a large variety of ryptosystems, inluding systems using the so-alled \osetenryption" [42℄. See [24℄ for an appliation to the `RSA for paranoids' [44℄ and[29℄ for the NICE [27℄ and HJPT [28℄ systems.The above are attaks on \raw algebrai versions" of trapdoor funtions. Per-haps other purely algebrai trapdoors are suseptible to the attak. However,more interestingly and perhaps somewhat surprising, we atually illustrate inthis setion attaks on a publi enryption system whih already possesses verystrong seurity properties. The sheme is the system by Okamoto, Uhiyamaand Fujisaki, EPOC [38℄. EPOC has two versions, EPOC-1 and EPOC-2, anduses the trapdoor funtion desribed in [37℄. It presents the advantages of beingseure and non-malleable under hosen-iphertext attaks, whih, following [2℄,represents the highest level of seurity. Moreover, we show that interative pro-tools [17℄ aiming to transform a semantially seure system into a system seureagainst hosen-iphertext attaks may also be suseptible to the attak.



On the Power of Misbehaving Adversaries 52.1 The EPOC-1 SystemHereafter, we give a brief review of EPOC-1; we refer to [38℄ for details. Thesheme is divided into three parts: system setup, enryption and deryption.[System setup℄ For seurity parameter k, two k-bit primes p and q are hosenand n = p2q. Then an element g 2 (Z=nZ)� suh that gp = gp�1 mod p2has order p is hosen randomly. Likewise h0 2 (Z=nZ)� is hosen randomly(and independently from g) and h = (h0)n mod n. Finally, three integerspLen, mLen and rLen suh that pLen = k and mLen + rLen � pLen � 1 and apubli (hash) funtion H are de�ned.The publi parameters are (n; g; h; pLen;mLen; rLen; H). The seret parame-ters are (p; gp).[Enryption℄ A message M 2 f0; 1gmLen is enrypted asC = g(MkR)hr mod nwhere R is uniformly hosen in f0; 1grLen and r = H(MkR).[Deryption℄ Given the iphertext C, the deryption proess runs as follows. LetX = L(Cp)L(gp) mod pwhere Cp = Cp�1 mod p2 and L(x) = (x�1)=p. Then if gXhH(X) mod n = Cholds, the derypted message is given by [X ℄mLen (that is, the mLen mostsigni�ant bits of X); otherwise the null string " is output.2.2 The AttakThe enryption proess assumes that the message being enrypted is smallerthan 2mLen , or more preisely that (MkR) < 2pLen�1. What happens if a largermessage is enrypted?Let Ĉ (= g(M̂kR)hH(M̂kR) mod n) denote the iphertext orresponding to amessage M̂ . The deryption of Ĉ yields the intermediary valueX = L(Ĉp�1 mod p2)L(gp) mod p :De�ning X̂ = (M̂kR), we have X = X̂ mod p; or equivalently X̂ = X +�p with� = bX̂=p. If X̂ � p then X̂ 6= X (i.e., � > 0) and the test gXhH(X) mod n ?= Ĉwill fail. The deryption algorithm will thus output the null string ". This anbe exploited by an adversary as follows. Sine the seret prime p is a pLen-bitnumber, she knows that p lies in the interval I0 = ℄2pLen�1; 2pLen [. So, she hoosesa message M̂ suh that X̂ = (M̂kR) 2 I0 and omputes the orrespondingiphertext Ĉ. If Ĉ an be derypted then she knows that X̂ < p; otherwise (i.e.,if " is returned) she knows that X̂ � p. She then reiterates the proess withthe interval I1 = ℄X̂; 2pLen [ or I1 = ℄2pLen�1; X̂℄, respetively. And so on. . . until



6 Mar Joye, Jean-Jaques Quisquater, and Moti Yungthe interval beomes small enough to guess |by exhaustion or more elaboratedtehniques (e.g., [10, 8℄)| the orret value of p. Noting that eah iteration ofa standard binary searh halves the interval ontaining p, an upper bound forthe total number of probes is ertainly pLen � 1. For example, with a 1024-bitmodulus n, at most 340 iphertexts are neessary to reover the whole seretkey.2.3 The EPOC-2 SystemIn EPOC-2, the system setup is broadly the same as in EPOC-1 exept thattwo publi (hash) funtions H and G are de�ned together with a symmetriryptosystem. We let SymEn(K;X) (resp. SymDe(K;X)) denote the enryp-tion (resp. deryption) of X under the symmetri key K. A message M 2f0; 1gmLen is enrypted as (C1; C2) with C1 = gRhH(MkR) mod n and C2 =SymEn(G(R);M) where R is uniformly hosen in f0; 1grLen . Given (C1; C2),the deryption algorithm omputes Cp = Cp�11 mod p2, R0 = L(Cp)L(gp) mod p andM 0 = SymDe(G(R0); C2). If gR0hH(M 0kR0) � C1 (mod n) then the plaintextis M 0; otherwise the null string " is output. So, the attak on EPOC-1 readilyapplies on EPOC-2. The adversary now guesses the value of the seret fator paording to p > R if the deryption proess is possible or p � R if " is returned,from suitable values of R she hooses.2.4 The Fishlin PPTK ProtoolIn [17℄, R. Fishlin presents a generi tehnique to turn any semantially se-ure ryptosystem into an (interative) sheme whih is immune against hosen-iphertext attaks. We will apply this tehnique to the (semantially seure)Okamoto-Uhiyama ryptosystem [37℄. The resulting sheme is very similar tothe EPOC-1 system. This is not too surprising if you know that the EPOCsystems are derived from an appliation to the Okamoto-Uhiyama system ofthe generi tehniques of [21℄ (see also [22℄) to transform a semantially seuresystem into a system seure against hosen-iphertext attaks.[System setup℄ For seurity parameter k, the parameters p, q, n, g, gp, h0 and hare de�ned as in x 2.1. There are also two integers pLen and mLen suh thatpLen = k and 2mLen � pLen � 1. The publi parameters are (n; g; h; pLen;mLen). The seret parameters are (p; gp).[Commitment/Enryption℄ A sender ommits to a message M 2 f0; 1gmLen byomputing and sending C = g(MkR)hr mod nwhere R is uniformly hosen in f0; 1gmLen and r in f0; 1g2mLen . Note that Cis the Okamoto-Uhiyama enryption of (MkR).[Challenge℄ Upon reeiving C, the reeiver hooses a hallenge bpLen=2-bit prime� whih he sends to the sender.



On the Power of Misbehaving Adversaries 7[PPTK℄ The sender omputes X� = (MkR) mod � and sends it to the reeiveras a proof of plaintext knowledge.[Deryption℄ Given X�, the reeiver derypts C asX = L(Cp)L(gp) mod pwhere Cp = Cp�1 mod p2. Then if X � X� (mod �), he aepts the plain-text given by [X ℄mLen (that is, themLen most signi�ant bits ofX); otherwisethe null string " is output, i.e., the reeiver rejets the enryption.The idea behind Fishlin's tehnique is quite intuitive. To make a systemimmune against hosen-iphertext attaks, the sender (interatively) provides a\proof of plaintext knowledge" (PPTK). Although this seems sound, the attakpresented against EPOC-1 in x 2.2 still applies. If (MkR) is smaller than theseret prime p then the deryption of the ommitment C, X , is equal to (MkR).Therefore, the relationX � (MkR) (mod �) will be veri�ed whatever the valueof the hallenge � is. On the ontrary, if (MkR) � p then the veri�ation will failand the null string " is returned. So as before, the adversary an reover the bitsof p suessively aording to whether " is returned or not from appropriatelyhosen values for M . (Remark: reently, the author has removed his paper [17℄from the publi library, yet we do not think that it is due to the attak sinethe sheme as a generi method may be sound one onsidering the issues raisedin the urrent work and similar onsiderations, see our repair to the spei�appliation below.)3 Repairing the ShemesHere we show how to repair the systems, thus showing the usefulness of thework on the original shemes (the standardization bodies have to take note ofour �xes, though).The attak, as presented in x 2.2, is easily avoidable. EPOC-1 requires thatmessage M being enrypted is suh that X = (MkR) < 2pLen�1. This onditionan be expliitly heked at the deryption stage:[Deryption℄ Given the iphertext C, the deryption proess runs as follows. LetX = L(Cp)L(gp) mod pwhere Cp = Cp�1 mod p2 and L(x) = (x�1)=p. Then if gXhH(X) mod n = Cand ifX < 2pLen�1 holds, the derypted message is given by [X ℄mLen (thatis, the mLen most signi�ant bits of X); otherwise the null string " is output.Now the attaker has no longer advantage to feed the deryption orale withinvalid iphertexts Ĉ (i.e., orresponding to an X̂ � 2pLen�1). Indeed, if X̂ 2



8 Mar Joye, Jean-Jaques Quisquater, and Moti Yungiphertext - D ��* plaintextHHj "Fig. 1. Deryption algorithm.[2pLen�1; p[ then the deryption proess yields an X = X̂ � 2pLen�1 and so thenull string " is returned. If X̂ � p then X 6= X̂ (and thus gXhH(X) mod n 6= Ĉ)and again " is returned.Likewise, EPOC-2 an be made robust against the attak of x 2.3 by furtherheking that R0 < 2rLen (< 2pLen�1 ) in the deryption stage. Finally, in Fishlinprotool, the reeiver must also hek that X < 2pLen�1 in the deryption stageand rejet the enryption if it is not the ase.4 Illustration: The \Polieman-in-the-middle Attak"In this setion, we present a detailed example in the ontext of esrowed publikey ryptosystems. The attak is by misbehaving law enforement whih fakesiphertexts repeatedly, and asks the esrow authorities to reover them (thusthe proposed name of the attak: \the Polieman-in-the-middle Attak"). Theattaker is allowed to misbehave and hoose \invalid iphertexts" (sine, sup-posedly, they are what the wiretapping has reorded and this fat has to bereported).The basi on�guration of the system model (when onentrating on a singlesender-reeiver pair) is given in Fig. 2. It inludes a sender (Alie) whih em-ploys the reeiver's (Bob) publi key to send messages. The reeiver gets theiphertext message and an derypt it. In addition, the law enforement (Polie)gets the message and forwards it to the esrow agent (TTP). Polie gets baka leartext whih is the valid deryption of the message or an indiation of \in-valid message" from TTP. (Typially, Polie is authorized to derypt messagesin some time interval and based on this authorization by the ourt, TTP hasto omply and serve as a \deryption orale" say at some time interval.) Theweaker probing apability where the trusted party only answers whether a i-phertext orrespond to a valid or invalid message (whih suÆes for our attaks),is realisti in the ontext in whih sporadi tests of ompliane with the esrowsystem are performed by law enforement and the TTP only validates orretusage. Alie Bob-iphertext- -�Polie TTPFig. 2. Basi model.



On the Power of Misbehaving Adversaries 9Related Work on Esrow Systems.Indeed, the notion of the attak makes sense in the ontext of the Polie whihtries to verify messages and the sender and the reeiver may be bypassing thesystem. Therefore, the knowledge of \invalid message" is important (and shouldbe supplied) to law enforement. This is an interesting interplay between a pro-tool notion (esrowed enryption) and the relevant attak (hosen valid/invalidiphertext attak). Let us review (only) some of the various esrow systems mod-els whih have been onsidered in the literature. A quite general framework todesribe key esrow systems was proposed in [13℄ by Denning and Brandstad.Upon this, they lassi�ed the esrow mehanisms of omplete systems as well asvarious design options, inluding the Esrow Enryption Standard (EES) andits Clipper implementation [1, 14℄ (see also [7, 35℄), the fair ryptosystems [34,31℄, the traeable iphertexts [15, 32, 9℄, the Trusted Third Parties servies [30℄,et. . . (See also [18℄ for further disussions.) The model of Denning and Brand-stad assumes that the sender (Alie) binds the iphertext and the orrespondingenryption key, normally by attahing a \data reovery �eld" (DRF) to the i-phertext. In our model, the DRF is merely an indiation that the iphertextwas enrypted under Bob's publi key. Variants on this model were onsideredin [20℄ by Frankel and Yung. They abstrated a publi key based model wherea message is sent to two reeivers and where validation is added so that theline ontains messages that have been validated as \messages available to bothBob and Polie", then suh systems are equivalent to \hosen iphertext seurepubli-key systems," and furthermore, the redutions are very eÆient (seuritywise).5 Chosen Valid/Invalid Ciphertext AttaksThe sheme of Damg�ard [12℄ is semantially seure and has some other heuristiseurity properties, but a man-in-the-middle attak shows that this sheme ismalleable [46, x 6℄. EPOC is semantially seure and was \shown" to be non-malleable but is suseptible to a polieman-in-the-middle attak. This empha-sizes the extended notion of hosen iphertext seurity whih onsiders seurityunder \hosen valid/invalid iphertext attaks." Certain seurity proofs assumethat the adversary gets no redit for produing an invalid iphertext. While thisis true for most ryptosystems indeed, this is inorret in general.A partiularity of Okamoto-Uhiyama primitive (as well as the other oset-based enryption primitives) is that the whole set of valid messages, [0; p), iskept seret. Thus, to onstrut a ryptosystem thereof, one must work in asubset [0; T ) with T < p. This gives rise to two kinds of invalid iphertexts: theinvalid iphertexts (i.e., those for whih the null string " is returned) and thosefor whih a message is returned rather than a noti�ation of invalidity. Thisshows the soundness of our repair (Setion 3) sine " is returned for both typesof invalid iphertexts.In many of the \generi onstrutions" there is a polynomial time algorithmso that when given a iphertext it an verify (with overwhelming probability)



10 Mar Joye, Jean-Jaques Quisquater, and Moti Yungthat we have a \proper iphertext" whih implies that it is a valid plaintextwhih is enrypted orretly (e.g., the onstrutions that employ general non-interative zero-knowledge as in [36, 43℄). Thus impliitly, either one sends validiphertext or the iphertext an be rejeted in polynomial-time (namely, with-out the omputational power of the deryption algorithm). In this ase indeed\invalid iphertexts" do not add power (the probing adversary an rejet the in-valid iphertext itself). However, as demonstrated here this may not be the asewith other shemes where there is no publi veri�ation of iphertext validity.Sometimes, onsidering only valid messages may be enough. For example,for the onrete shemes we attak (EPOC), it may still be very useful in aseswhere the tampering adversary attaks a entralized devie (the devie maystop on the �rst invalid message, or may reord and limit suh attaks). Inthis setting the seurity as was proved in [38℄ applies. However, in the protoolsetting we identi�ed, reporting \invalid iphertext" is part of the atual task ofthe deryption entity (esrow authorities or TTP). We onlude that in theseases the systems have to be robust against the extended setting.AknowledgementsThe authors are grateful to Jean-S�ebastien Coron and David Pointheval forsome fruitful omments.Referenes1. FIPS PUB 185. Esrowed enryption standard (EES). Federal Information Pro-essing Standards Publiation 185, U.S. Dept of Commere, February 1994.2. Mihir Bellare, Anand Desai, David Pointheval, and Phillip Rogaway. Relationsamong notions of seurity for publi-key enryption shemes. Full paper (30 pages),available at URL <http://www-se.usd.edu/users/mihir/papers/pke.html>,February 1999. An extended abstrat appears in H. Krawzyk, ed., Advanes inCryptology { CRYPTO '98, volume 1462 of Leture Notes in Computer Siene,pages 26{45, Springer-Verlag, 1998.3. Mihir Bellare and Phillip Rogaway. Random orales are pratial: a paradigm fordesigning eÆient protools. In Pro. of the 1st ACM Conferene on Computer andCommuniations Seurity, pages 62{73, ACM Press, 1993.4. . Optimal asymmetri enryption. In A. De Santis, ed., Advanes in Cryp-tology { EUROCRYPT '94, volume 950 of Leture Notes in Computer Siene,pages 92{111, Springer-Verlag, 1995.5. Mihir Bellare and Amit Sahai. Non-malleable enryption: Equivalene between twonotions. In M. Wiener, ed., Advanes in Cryptology { CRYPTO '99, volume 1666of Leture Notes in Computer Siene, pages 519{536, Springer-Verlag, 1999.6. Daniel Bleihenbaher. A hosen iphertext attak against protools based on theRSA enryption standard PKCS#1. In H. Krawzyk, ed., Advanes in Cryptology{ CRYPTO '98, volume 1462 of Leture Notes in Computer Siene, pages 1{12,Springer-Verlag, 1998.7. Matt Blaze. Protool failure in the esrowed enryption standard. In Pro. of the2nd ACM Conferene on Computer and Communiations Seurity, pages 59{67,ACM Press, 1994.
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